Clinical Audit Skills Distance Learning Course

Our distance learning course is perfect for all those who need to carry out a local clinical audit project and who would welcome the support of an experienced and qualified clinical audit professional to help them through the process. All learners collect two sets of data and the focus is on creating a meaningful audit that improves patient care. Many doctors, nurses & therapists have studied for this course as it meets their personal needs: learning is flexible and can be undertaken to fit in with busy schedules, projects improve patient care and accreditation can be put towards revalidation and CPD requirements.

LEARNERS receive a copy of New Principles for Best Practice in Clinical Audit.

ADDITIONAL materials include a comprehensive course guide and signposting to resources.

LEARNERS are assigned an experienced tutor who advises on all aspects of the audit project.

TUTORS are experienced auditors and hold national teaching and clinical audit qualifications.

AUDITS focus on the local delivery of care and learners gain hands-on, practical experience.

ACCREDITATION helps meet revalidation and CPD needs. It can also enhance career prospects.

ENROLLING ONTO THE COURSE & COST

Learners can join the course AT ANY POINT during the year. The cost of the course is £550+VAT per learner. Once registered onto the course learners have up to 12 months to complete their audit and submit the final report. To date, all learners that have studied for the distance-learning qualification have stated that they would recommend the course to others.

To register your initial interest in the course please contact info@clinicalauditsupport.com
To speak to a member of the Clinical Audit Support Centre, please telephone 0116 2643411